
Mini Mock 
(Set - 5)



Directions for questions: 
‘A $ B’ means ‘A is not smaller than B’
‘A # B’ means ‘A is neither greater than nor equal to B’
‘A @ B’ means ‘A is neither smaller than nor equal to B’
‘A % B’ means ‘A is not greater than B’
‘A * B’ means ‘A is neither greater than nor smaller than B’

Statements: X @ H, M % H, M $ R, G * M
Conclusions:
I. X $ R
II. X @ R
III. H $ G

a) II and III only follow
b) II only follows
c) III only follows
d) III and either I or II follow
e) None follows



Directions for questions: 
‘A $ B’ means ‘A is not smaller than B’
‘A # B’ means ‘A is neither greater than nor equal to B’
‘A @ B’ means ‘A is neither smaller than nor equal to B’
‘A % B’ means ‘A is not greater than B’
‘A * B’ means ‘A is neither greater than nor smaller than B’

Statements: M @ T, T # O, O * F, F % P
Conclusions:
I. P @ M
II. P * T
III. P @ T

a) I and II only follow
b) II and III only follow
c) Either II or III only follow
d) III only follows
e) None follows



Eight people M, N, O, T, P, Q, R and S are sitting together in a single row. Equal number 
of person are facing north and south. T is facing towards south but he is not the 
immediate neighbor of either M or Q. O is facing in the same direction as M. R is facing 
towards north. Only three people are sitting to the right of M. N is sitting to the 
immediate left of Q, who is facing towards north. Neither R nor N sits at any of the 
extreme ends of the row. P is sitting third to the right of R. Immediate neighbors of P is 
facing in opposite direction to P. Only three people are sitting between Q and M. Those 
who are sitting at the extreme ends are facing in opposite direction. S is sitting at one of 
the extreme end and he is not the immediate neighbor of T. P faces in which direction?



Ten friends A, B, C, D, E, R, S, T, U and V are sitting in a row facing south then who sit 
second to left of T? 
Statement l. E sits second to the right of S, who sits third to the left of V and B sits 
second to the right of R, who sits second to the right of D. 
Statement ll. U sits third to the right of A, who sits immediate left of E and C doesn't sit 
at any end of the row. S sits third to the right of R, who sits second to the left of B. 
Statement Ill. V sits second to the right of A, who is third to the left of U. B sits 
immediate left of S, who sits third to the left of V and C sits third to the left B.



8 persons- M, C, V, L, R, Q, U and K live in the same building. The building has 6 floors 
and each floor has two flats. Each of the floors has the same construction, so the flats 
can also be said to be stacked in two columns. At least one of them resides on each of 
the floors and exactly one of them resides in each flat. Each of them had different 
number of chairs, 2 being the least and 9 being the highest. 
None among C and K is along the same column of the building as that of V. K has more 
chairs than Q. The one who have 8 chairs lives on a floor alone in the building. The total 
number of chairs on top floor is 10. K and V don't live on two consecutive floors. No one 
lives on the floor of R, who has 7 chairs. M, who have two more chairs than L, lives on a 
floor just above that of U and along the same column of the building. No two flats on the 
consecutive floors in the same column are vacant. Q's and L‘s flats are in the same 
column, and Q lives at least two floors above that of L. The number of floors between V's 
flat and L‘s flat is same as the number of floors between R's and V's flat, but are not on 
consecutive floors to each other. The number of floors between C's and R's flats is same 
as the number of floors between K's and U's flat. If M lives below the floor of V, then M 
definitely does not live alone on a floor. 


